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THE BURNSIDE PROBLEM FOR DiffωpS2q
SEBASTIA´N HURTADO, ALEJANDRO KOCSARD, AND FEDERICO RODRI´GUEZ-HERTZ
Abstract. A group G is periodic of bounded exponent if there exists k P N
such that every element of G has order at most k. We show that every finitely
generated periodic group of bounded exponent G ă DiffωpS2q is finite, where
DiffωpS2q denotes the group of diffeomorphisms of S2 that preserve an area-
form ω.
1. Introduction
A group G is said to be periodic if every element of G has finite order. If there
exists N P N such that gN “ id for every g P G (where id P G denotes the identity
element), then G is said to be a periodic group of bounded exponent. The so called
Burnside problem is a famous question in group theory originally considered by
Burnside in [Bur02] which can be stated as follows:
Question 1.1 (Burnside, 1905). Let G be a finitely generated periodic group. Is
G necessarily finite? And if G is periodic of bounded exponent?
Burnside himself proved in his article [Bur02] that if G is a linear finitely gener-
ated periodic group of bounded exponent (i.e. G ă GLnpCq), then G must be finite.
In 1911, Schur [Sch11] improved Burnside’s result removing the bounded exponent
hypothesis.
However, in general the answer to Question 1.1 turned out to be “no” as coun-
terexamples were later discovered by Golod-Schafarevich[Gol64, GS64] and Adian-
Novikov[NA68] in the 1960’s. Since then, many more examples have been con-
structed by Olshanskii, Ivanov, Grigorchuk among others, and there is a vast liter-
ature on the subject (see for instance [Unk]).
“Non-linear”transformation groups like homeomorphism groups, diffeomorphisms
groups, volume preserving diffeomorphism groups, groups of symplectomorphisms,
etc. are conjectured to have many common features with linear groups (see Fisher’s
survey [Fis17] on the Zimmer program). For example, the following question is
attributed to E. Ghys and B. Farb is stated in [Fis17] (see also [Fis08, Question
13.2]):
Question 1.2 (Burnside problem for homeomorphism groups). Let M be a con-
nected compact manifold and G be a finitely generated subgroup G ă HomeopMq
such that all the elements of G have finite order. Then, is G necessarily finite?
At this point it is important to remark that compactness is an essential hypothe-
sis in Question 1.2. In fact, it is well known that given any finitely presented group
G1, there exists a connected smooth manifold M such that its fundamental group
pi1pMq is isomorphic to G1. Hence, (any sub-group of) G1 clearly acts faithfully
on the universal cover M˜ of M . To the best of our knowledge, so far it is not
known whether there exists a finitely presented infinite periodic group. However,
free burnside groups and Grigorchuk’s group [Gri80] are known to be recursively
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presented, and consequently, can be embedded by Higman’s embedding Theorem
into a finitely presented group G1.
For the time being, we know Question 1.2 has a positive answer just in a few
cases and no negative one is known.
For instance, in the one-dimensional case, i.e. when M “ S1, this is an easy
consequence of Ho¨lder’s theorem (see for instance [Nav11, Theorem 2.2.32]): in
fact, one can show that any periodic group G ă Homeo`pS1q acts freely on S1 (i.e.
the identity is the only element exhibiting fixed points), and by Ho¨lder’s theorem,
G is conjugate to a subgroup of SOp2q. In particular, G is abelian and so, it is finite
if and only if is finitely generated.
In higher dimensions, Rebelo and Silva [RS07] give a positive answer to Ques-
tion 1.2 for groups of symplectomorphisms on certain symplectic 4-manifolds; and
Guelman and Lioussse [GL14, GL17] for hyperbolic surfaces and groups of home-
omorphisms of T2 exhibiting an invariant probability measure. In §6 we extend
these last results for higher dimensions.
The main results of this article are the following:
Theorem 1.3. Let ω be an area form on S2 and Diff8ω pS2q be the group C8-
diffeomorphisms of S2 that preserve ω.
Then, any finitely generated periodic subgroup of bounded exponent of Diff8ω pS2q
is finite.
Theorem 1.4. Let Mq be a compact hyperbolic manifold of dimension q ě 3.
Then, any periodic subgroup of HomeopMq is finite.
Observe that in Theorem 1.4 we are not a` priori assuming the subgroup is finitely
generated.
Theorem 1.5. Let µ be a Borel probability measure on the q-dimensional torus
Tq, and HomeoµpTqq denote the group of homeomorphisms of Tq that preserves the
measure µ.
Then, any finitely generated periodic subgroup of HomeoµpTqq is finite.
We should point out that Conejeros[Con18] recently proved some results about
periodic groups in Homeo`pS2q, using the theory of rotation sets and by methods
different than ours and which are closer to the methods used by Guelman and
Lioussse [GL14, GL17].
1.1. Outline of the paper. In §2, we fix some notations we shall use all along the
paper and recall some previous known results on differential geometry and topology.
Sections 3, 4 and 5 are dedicated to the proof of Theorem 1.3. For the sake of
readability, let us roughly explain the strategy of the proof.
To do that, let G be a finitely generated periodic sub-group of Diff8ω pS2q with
bounded exponent. In §3 we show that the group G exhibits sub-exponential
growth of derivatives, i.e. the norm of the derivatives of the elements of G grows
sub-exponentially with respect to their word length in G. The proof of the sub-
exponential growth of derivatives is based on encoding the group action as a Diff pS2q-
cocycle over the full-shift k symbols, where k denotes the amount of generators of
G. This is a classical construction in random dynamics (see for instance [KL06])
and we use it to show that the exponential growth of derivative implies the exis-
tence of an element of G exhibiting a hyperbolic periodic point, which contradicts
the fact that G is periodic. These ideas are closely related Livsic’s theorem for
diffeomorphism group cocycles [KP16, AKL16] and to Katok’s closing lemma (see
Lemma 3.4).
Then, invoking a rather elementary argument, in §5 we show that the sub-
exponential growth of derivatives is incompatible with the exponential growth of
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the group G itself, with respect to the word length. It is interesting to remark that
this is the only part of the proof where boundedness of the exponent is indeed used.
So, in §4, which contains the more elaborate and intricate arguments of the
proof, we assume the group G has sub-exponential growth (with respect to the
word length). Under this hypothesis, we show the existence of a diffeomorphism
h : S2 ý such that h´1Gh ă SOp3q. Then, as consequence Schur’s theorem [Sch11],
G must be finite.
The existence of such a diffeomorphism h will be given by the Uniformization
theorem of surfaces (Theorem 4.3). In fact, we will construct a G-invariant smooth
Riemannian metric m on S2 (i.e. every element of G is an isometry of m); and then,
by the Uniformization theorem, there is a diffeomorphism h : S2 ý such that the
pull-back metric h‹pmq is conformally equivalent to the standard metric m0 on S2.
Consequently, h´1Gh ă SL2pCq, the group of Mo¨bious transformations of S2. Since
every element of G is topologically conjugates to finite order rotations, this implies
h´1Gh ă SOp3q.
In order to construct our G-invariant Riemannian metric m, we start considering
an arbitrary metric m1 on S2. For each ε ą 0, we define the Riemannian metric
mε :“
ÿ
gPG
e´ε|g|Sg˚m1,
where S Ă G is a finite set of generators of G and |¨|S denotes the associated
word length function on G. Due to the sub-exponential growth of the group G and
the sub-exponential growth of derivatives, we show these metrics are well-defined
and smooth, for every ε ą 0. Then, we show in Lemma 4.2 that each element of
the generating set S Ă G is eε-quasiconfomal with respect to mε. Then, invoking
rather classical arguments about compactness of the space of quasiconformal maps
(Lemma 4.5), we get our G-invariant Riemannian metric m as a limit of metrics
mε, with εÑ 0, which completes the proof of Theorem 1.3.
Finally, in §6 we prove Theorems 1.4 and 1.5.
1.2. Acknowledgments. We want to thank Clark Butler, Amie Wilkinson and
Aaron Brown for useful comments and to Ian Agol for encouragement to the first
named author. A.K. was partially supported by FAPERJ-Brazil and CNPq-Brazil.
2. Preliminaries
In this section we fix some notation we shall use all along the paper and recall
some concepts and results.
2.1. Finitely generated groups. Let G be a finitely generated group and S Ă G
be a finite set of generators of G. We say S is symmetric when s´1 P S, for every
s P S.
Then given a symmetric set of generators S, we define the word length function
|¨|S : GÑ N0 by |id|S “ 0 and
(1) |g|S :“ mintn P N : g “ sj1sj2 . . . sjn , for sji P Su,
for every g P Gztidu.
We say that the group G has sub-exponential growth when it holds
(2) lim
nÑ`8
log 7 tg P G : |g|S ď nu
n
“ 0.
where 7t¨u denotes the amount of elements of the set. It is well known that this
concept does not depend on the finite set of generators.
Observe that, by classical sub-additive arguments, the above limit (2) always
exists.
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2.2. Groups of diffeomorphisms and Cr-norms. Let M be a closed smooth
manifold. The group of Cr-diffeomorphisms of M will be denoted by DiffrpMq.
The sub-group of Cr-diffeomorphisms which are isotopic to the identity shall be
denoted by Diffr0pMq.
When M is orientable and ω is a smooth volume form on M , we write DiffrωpMq
for the group of Cr-diffeomorphisms that leaves ω invariant.
When M is endowed with a Riemannian metric m, we write UTM for the unit
tangent bundle, i.e.
UTM :“ tv P TM : |v|q “ 1u,
where |¨| denotes the norm induced by m.
Then, given any f P Diff1pMq we define
(3) }Dpfq}` :“ sup
vPUTM
|Dfpvq| ,
and
(4) }Dpfq} :“ max
!
}Dpfq}` , ››Dpf´1q››`) .
Now, we will define the Cr-norm }¨}r (see [FM05, § 4] and the references therein
for a more complete discussion).
Let us start noticing that the Riemannian metric m induces an isomorphism
(by duality) between T pMq and T˚pMq, i.e. the tangent and cotangent bundles of
M . So, g induces an inner product on both bundles, and consequently, on every
tensor bundle over M . For instance, g induces a metric in the space of symmetric
i-tensors, which is denoted by SipT˚pMqq, for any i. So, we shall consider the space
of Riemannian metrics endowed with the topology induced by the ambient space
S2pT˚pMqq.
The norms }¨}r are defined using the language of jets. Given a Cr bundle E
over M , let JrpEq be the vector bundle of r-jets on E (for more details, see [FM05],
[EM02, Chapter 1] and references therein). So, a Cr section of E gives a continuous
section of JrpEq (but not the other way around) and two such sections coincides at
some point in M if and only if the derivatives of original sections agree up to order
r at that point.
Observe there is a natural identification
JrpEq –
rà
i“1
SipT˚Mq b E
as proven, for example, in [FM05, §4].
Let JrpMq be the bundle of r-jets of sections of the trivial bundle E :“M ˆR.
Then notice that any Cr-diffeomorphism φ : M ý naturally induces a linear map
jrpφqpxq : JrpMqx Ñ JrpMqφ´1pxq that sends each Cr-section s : M Ñ R to s ˝ φ.
Therefore, we can define
(5) }φ}r :“ maxxPM }j
rpφqpxq} ,
where }jrpφqpxq} is the operator norm defined from the norms on the vector spaces
JrpMqx and JrpMqφ´1pxq.
One can also define norms }¨}1r on the bundles JrpMq using coordinate charts
as follows: consider a finite covering of M by coordinate charts pUi, ψiq. For a Cr
section s of E “M ˆ R, one defines
}s}1r :“ maxx,j,i
›››Djψipxqps ˝ ψ´1i q››› ,
where this maximum is taken considering the functions s ˝ ψ´1i : Rn Ñ R in each
coordinate chart, and then calculating the maximum absolute value of a partial
derivative of degree j less or equal to r of such functions over x P Ui.
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It is easy to verify that the norms }¨}1r and }¨}1r are equivalent on JrpMq.
Given a diffeomorphism φ P DiffrpMq, similarly as we define the norm }φ}r, we
can define a norm }φ}1r and these norms must be equivalent.
We will need the following basic fact relating }¨}1 and }Dp¨q} we defined in (4):
Proposition 2.1. Let M be a closed smooth manifold. Then there exists a constant
C ą 0 such that
}φ}1 ď C }Dpφq} , @φ P Diff1pMq.
Proof. This follows from the fact that the norms }¨}11 and }¨}1 are equivalent, }φ}11
is bounded above by the maximum derivative of φ in coordinate charts, which is
also bounded by a C }Dpφq}, for some constant C just depending on M . 
The following notion plays a fundamental role in our work:
Definition 1 (Sub-exponential growth of derivatives). Let M be a smooth closed
manifold, G ă Diff8pMq be a finitely generated subgroup and S Ă G a finite
symmetric set of generators. Then we say that G has sub-exponential growth of
derivatives when for every ε ą 0 and any r P N, there exists Nε,r P N such that
}wn}r ď enε, @n ě Nε,r,
and any wn P G such that |wn|S ď n, where |¨|S denotes the word length function
given by (1).
2.3. Riemannian metrics. In § 4 we shall need to deal with convergence of Rie-
mannian metrics, so here we recall some basic facts about the space of metrics.
Recall that if M is a closed smooth manifold, a Riemannian structure m on
M induces a metric on S2pT˚pMqq. If s denotes a section of the tensor bundle
S2pT˚pMqq and φ P Diffr`1pMq, there is a natural action of φ in the bundle of
r-jets of sections of S2pT˚pMqq which is defined by sending s to the pullback φ˚psq.
We will need the following basic
Proposition 2.2. There exists a constant C ą 0 just depending on M such that
}φ˚psq}r ď C }φ}r`1 }s}r .
Proof. By taking coordinate charts, we can also define norms on JrpS2pT˚pMqqq as
we did for JrpMq, coinciding with the norms for metrics defined in [Hur15]. Then,
Proposition 2.2 follows from Lemma 3.2 in [Hur15]. 
We will also need to make use of the following
Proposition 2.3. Let r ě 1 and psnqn be a Cauchy sequence in the space of r-jets
of S2pT˚pMqq. Then there exists a section s of the bundle of r-jets in S2pT˚pMqq
such that }sn ´ s}r Ñ 0, as nÑ `8.
Proof. This is consequence of the definition of the norms }¨}1r in terms of coordinate
charts , the fact that a Cauchy sequence of Cr real functions which are supported
in a compact set converges to a Cr function real function in the Cr topology, which
is an easy consequence of Arzela-Ascoli theorem.
More details can be found in [Hur15]. 
3. Sub-exponential growth of derivatives
All along this section, M will denote a closed orientable surface and ω a smooth
area form on M .
Given any f P Diff1pMq, we say p P M is a hyperbolic fixed point of f when
fppq “ p and the spectrum of Dfp does not contains complex numbers of modulus
equal to 1.
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Definition 2. We say that a group G ă Diff1pMq is elliptic, if there is no element
in G having a hyperbolic fixed point.
For example, any subgroup of SOp3q is an elliptic subgroup of Diff8ω pS2q, where
ω denotes the smooth area form induced from the Euclidean structure of R3. There
exist other examples of elliptic sub-groups of Diff8ω pS2q. For example, one can
construct abelian groups of commuting pseudo-rotations using the so called Anosov-
Katok method (see for instance [FK04]).
A natural question about elliptic groups of diffeomorphisms of S2 is the following:
Question 3.1. Are all elliptic subgroups of Diff8ω pS2q either solvable or conjugate
to a subgroup of SOp3q?
The main result of this section is the following:
Lemma 3.2 (Sub-exponential growth of derivatives). Let M be a closed orientable
surface, ω an area form on M and G be a finitely generated elliptic sub-group of
Diff8ω pMq. Then, G has sub-exponential growth of derivatives (see Definition 1).
We will begin the proof of Lemma 3.2 by proving a similar weaker result that
just consider the first derivative. In fact, we will start proving the following
Lemma 3.3. Let G be a finitely generated elliptic subgroup of Diff1`αω pMq, for
some α ą 0, and let S be a finite symmetric generating set of G. Then, for any
ε ą 0, there exists Nε ą 0 such that
}Dpwnq} ď eεn, @n ě Nε,
and every wn P G with |wn| ď n.
To prove Lemma 3.3, we first need some definitions. Let S “ ts1, s2, ..., sru be
the generating symmetric set of G and consider the space Σ :“ SZ consisting of
bi-infinite sequences of elements of S. There is a natural shift map σ : Σ ý given
by σ : p. . . , g´1, g0, g1, . . .q ÞÑ p. . . , g 1´ 1, g10, g11, . . .q, where g1i :“ gi`1, for every i P Z.
Then consider the map F : ΣˆM ý given by
F pw, xq “ `σpwq, g0pxq˘, @w “ p. . . , g1, g0, g1 . . .q P Σ, @x PM.
The map F encodes the group action and we have the obvious commutative dia-
gram:
ΣˆM FÝÝÝÝÑ ΣˆM
pi
§§đ §§đpi
Σ ÝÝÝÝÑ
σ
Σ
The idea of the proof of Lemma 3.3 goes as follows: reasoning by contradiction,
we suppose sub-exponential growth of derivatives does not hold. Then, we show
the existence of an ergodic F -invariant probability measure µ exhibiting non-zero
top Lyapunov exponent. along the fiber, i.e. on M . Since we are assuming the
fiber M has dimension 2 and the action preserves area1, then the lower Lyapunov
exponent must be negative. On the other hand, the dynamics on the base, given
by the full-shift, is uniformly hyperbolic. So, µ is essentially a hyperbolic measure
(see [KH96, page 659] for details).
We now recall the following result due to Katok:
1In fact, this is the only point where the volume preserving assumption in Theorem 1.3 is
crucial.
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Theorem 3.4 (Katok [Kat80, KH96]). Let N be a compact manifold, F be a C1`α
diffeomorphism of N and µ be an ergodic hyperbolic measure for F . Then, there
exists a hyperbolic periodic point of F . Moreover, the periodic point (and its orbit)
can be chosen as close to supppµq as one wants.
We will prove that Theorem 3.4 is also true if one considers the space N :“ ΣˆM
and the map F as before (observe that Σ ˆM is not a manifold and F is not a
diffeomorphism) and so we will obtain a hyperbolic periodic point pw, xq for F of
say order k. The element w P Σ is determine by the infinite bi-concatenation of a
word of length k that defines an element of G having x as a hyperbolic fixed point,
getting a contradiction.
To avoid reproving Katok’s theorem for our space ΣˆM and F , we will embed
the dynamics of F into the dynamics of a diffeomorphism F 1 of a 4-manifold N .
Then, we will construct a hyperbolic measure µ for F 1 and directly apply Katok’s
theorem as stated above to F 1.
Now, we prove Lemma 3.3:
Proof of Lemma 3.3. First we embed the dynamics of the shift σ : Σ ý into the
dynamics of a linear 2-dimensional horseshoe map (see [KH96, Chapter 2, §5] for
details). More formally, there exists a C8-diffeomorphism h : S2 ý such that h
acts on an open set U Ă S2 as the linear Smale’s horseshoe map and where Λ :“Ş
nPZ hnpUq is a hyperbolic Cantor set for h. So, there is an embedding E1 : Σ Ñ S2
such that E1pΣq “ Λ and the following commutative diagram holds:
Σ E
1ÝÝÝÝÑ S2
σ
§§đ §§đh
Σ ÝÝÝÝÑ
E1
S2
The embedding E1 can be naturally extended to an embedding E : Σ ˆM Ñ
S2 ˆM . Then we will extend the homeomorphism E ˝ F ˝ E´1 : EpΣ ˆMq Ñ
EpΣˆMq to a smooth diffeomorphism F 1 : S2ˆM ý which is a skew-product over
the diffeomorphism h : S2 ý. This extension exists only if G Ă Diff20pMq, i.e. every
element of G is isotopic to the identity. For the sake of simplicity, and since we are
mainly interested in the case M “ S2, we will assume G is contained in the identity
isotopy class.
Then such an extension is constructed considering a smooth map f : S2 ý
Diff20pMq (i.e. S2 ˆ M Q pz, xq ÞÑ fzpxq P M is C2) such that fz “ g0, for ev-
ery z P Λ Ă S2, and p. . . , g´1, g1, g1, . . .q “ E´1pzq P Σ. In fact, given such a map
f , we can simply define
F 1pz, xq :“ `hpzq, fzpxq˘, @pz, xq P S2 ˆM,
and clearly get the following commutative diagram:
ΣˆM EÝÝÝÝÑ S2 ˆM
F
§§đ §§đF 1
ΣˆM ÝÝÝÝÑ
E
S2 ˆM
In conclusion, we have embedded the dynamics of F into the dynamics of a C2-
diffeomorphism F 1 of the 4-manifold N :“ S2ˆM that fibers over a diffeomorphism
h : S2 ý. We will now construct the ergodic hyperbolic measure µ for F 1.
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Let UTM be the unit tangent bundle of M . Then we consider the map BF 1 : S2ˆ
UTM ý that fibers over F 1 which is given by
BF 1`z, px, vq˘ :“ ˆhpzq, Dfzpxqv}Dfzpxqv}
˙
, @z P S2, @px, vq P UTM.
Analogously, one can define the map BF : Σ ˆ UTM ý that fibers over F and
is given by
BF `w, px, vq˘ :“ ˆσpwq, Dg0pxqv}Dg0pxqv}
˙
,
for every w “ p. . . , g´1, g0, g1, . . .q P Σ and every px, vq P UTM ; and the map
BE : Σˆ UTM ý just given by BE :“ E1 ˆ idUTM .
Notice that by our definitions, it holds BE ˝ BF “ BF 1 ˝ BE.
Then, let us suppose there is no sub-exponential growth of derivatives. So, there
exists ε ą 0, a sequence of words wn of elements of S of length smaller or equal
than n, and vectors pxn, vnq P UTM such that }Dxnwnpvnq} ě eεn, for each n ě 1.
Let us define wˆn P Σ to be the bi-infinite periodic word wˆn “ . . . wnwnwn . . .
and let δpwˆn,pxn,vnqq be the Dirac measure on Σ ˆ UTM supported on the pointpwˆn, pxn, vnqq. We consider the sequence of measures
νn :“ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
`pBF qi˘˚pδpwˆn,pxn,vnqqq, @n ě 1.
Then, consider the function ψ : S2 ˆ UTM Ñ R given by
ψ
`
z, px, vq˘ “ logˆ}Dfzpvq}fzpxq}v}z
˙
, @z P S2, @px, vq P UTM,
and observe thatż
S2ˆUTM
ψ dpBE˚νnq “
ż
ΣˆUTM
pψ ˝ BEq dνn
“ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
ψ ˝ BE
´
BF i`wˆn, pxn, vnq˘¯
ě 1
n
log
˜}Dxnwnpvnq}wnpxnq
}vn}xn
¸
ě ε,
(6)
for every n ě 1.
So, by Banach-Alaoglu theorem, there exists a sub-sequence pBE˚νnj qnj that
converges in the weak-star topology to a measure ν1, which is clearly BF 1-invariant,
and by (6), it holds ż
S2ˆUTM
ψ dν1 ě ε.
Then, if we consider the ergodic decomposition of ν1, there exists an ergodic
BF 1-invariant probability measure ν such that
(7)
ż
S2ˆUTM
ψ dν ě ε.
Now, let µ be the push-forward measure of ν by the projection on the S2 ˆM
factor, i.e. µ :“ pr˚ν, where pr: S2ˆUTM Ñ S2ˆM denotes the natural projection.
Observe µ is an ergodic F 1-invariant measure. We claim µ is a hyperbolic measure
for F 1, i.e. all its Lyapunov exponents are different from zero.
In order to prove that, first observe that measure µ is supported on the subset
Λ ˆM , where Λ is the horseshoe of diffeomorphism h, and consequently, it is a
uniform hyperbolic set. So, to show that µ is a hyperbolic measure, it is enough
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to show that its both Lyapunov exponents along the vertical fibers (i.e. on the M
factor) are different from zero.
Now, combining (7) and a result due to Ledrappier [Led84, Proposition 5.1] one
conclude the the top Lyapunov exponent of µ along vertical fibers is positive. Since
the diffeomorphism fz P Diff20pMq leaves invariant the area form ω, for every z P Λ,
and µ is supported on Λ ˆM , this implies the bottom Lyapunov exponent of µ
along vertical fibers is negative. Thus, µ is an ergodic hyperbolic measure.
So, we can apply Theorem 3.4 to conclude that, for every open neighborhood
V of Λ, there is a hyperbolic periodic point p1 P V ˆ M for F 1. Since Λ is a
locally maximal invariant set for h, i.e. Λ “ ŞnPZ hnpV q for every sufficiently small
neighborhood V of Λ, this implies p1 P Λ ˆM . Hence we can consider the point
pwp, xpq :“ E´1pp1q P Σ ˆM , which is a periodic point for F . Since BF 1 ˝ BE “
BE ˝ BF , we conclude pwp, xpq is hyperbolic along the vertical fibers, contradicting
the fact that there is a natural number k such that F kpwp, xq “ pwp, xq, for every
x PM . 
In order to finish the proof of Lemma 3.2, first we need to recall the following
result which is an easy consequence of the chain rule in dimension one and, according
to Fisher and Margulis [FM05], it is a well known estimate used in KAM-theory:
Lemma 3.5 (Lemma 6.4 in [FM05]). Let M be a compact smooth manifold, let
φ1, φ2, ...φn P DiffrpMq, N1 :“ max1ďiďn }φi}1 and Nr :“ max1ďiďn }φi}r. Then,
there exists a polynomial Q (just depending on the dimension of M) such that
}φ1 ˝ φ2..... ˝ φn}r ď Nrn1 QpnNrq.
We can now give a proof of Lemma 3.2.
Proof of Lemma 3.2. From Proposition 2.1 and Lemma 3.3, one observes that Lemma
3.2 holds for r “ 1. Then, given any r ą 1 and ε ą 0, we apply Lemma 3.2 to
guarantee the existence of a natural number N ε
3r ,1 so that
}wn}1 ď e
εn
3r , @n ě N ε
3r ,1,
and any Cr-diffeomorphism wn : M ý that can be written as a composition of at
most n elements of S.
Then, by Lemma 3.2 easily follows from Lemma 3.5 and a proper chosen of
constant Nε,r. 
4. The sub-exponential growth case
In this section we prove Theorem 1.3 for periodic groups of sub-exponential
growth. So, we will assume G ă Diff8pS2q is a finitely generated periodic sub-
group with bounded exponent and sub-exponential growth, i.e. if S Ă G is a finite
generating set of G, then condition (2) holds.
Theorem 4.1. Let ω be an area form on S2 and G ă Diff8ω pS2q be a finitely
generated periodic sub-group with bounded exponent and sub-exponential growth (i.e.
if S Ă G is a finite generating set of G, then condition (2) holds).
Then, G is finite.
The idea of the proof of Theorem 4.1 goes as follows: combing the sub-exponential
growth of G and the sub-exponential growth of derivatives we proved in Lemma 3.2
we find, for each ε ą 0, a C8 “a` la Pesin” Riemannian metric mε on S2 such that
each element of S is eε-bi-Lipschitz for mε (Lemma 4.2). By the Uniformization
theorem of surfaces, each metric mε is conformally equivalent to the standard met-
ric m0 in S2, which implies there are conjugates Gε “ g´1ε Ggε of the group G
such that each element of the generating set Sε :“ g´1ε Sgε is an eε-quasi-conformal
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homeomorphism of S2. Then, as εÑ 0, we will attempt to show that Gε converges
to a Burnside group G0 which acts conformally on S2, i.e. the group G0 is a periodic
subgroup of PSL2pCq which, by Schur theorem, must be finite. We will show this
implies G is finite as well.
We start constructing the family of Riemannian metrics pmεqεą0 which is mainly
motivated by Pesin’s work on non-uniform hyperbolicity (see for instance [KH96]
for details):
Lemma 4.2. Let M be a closed smooth manifold and G ă Diff8pMq be a finitely
generated group with sub-exponential growth and sub-exponential growth of deriva-
tives (see Definition 1), and S be a finite set of generators of G. Then for any
ε ą 0 there exists a C8-metric mε such that
(8) e´ε |v|εx ď |Dxspvq|εspxq ď eε |v|εx ,
for every s P S and every px, vq P TM , and where |v|ε :“amεxpv, vq.
Proof. Let us start considering an arbitrary C8 Riemannian metric m on M and
ε be any positive number. For each integer n ą 0, let us write
mεn “
ÿ
gPBn
e´ε|g|Sg˚m,
where Bn :“ tg P G : |g|S ď nu and g˚m denotes the pull-back metric of m by g,
i.e. g˚mpv, wq :“ m`Dgpvq, Dgpwq˘.
The metric mε will be constructed as the limit of the sequence
`
mεn
˘
n
, as nÑ8.
Fixing an integer r ą 0, by Lemma 3.2 there is a natural number Nε{2,r`1 ą 0
so that for any g P G satisfying |g|S ě Nε{3,r`1, we have
}g}r`1 ď e
ε|g|S
3 .
On the other hand, since we are assuming G is a group of sub-exponential growth,
there exists a constant Kε ą 0 so that
7 tg P G : |g|S ď nu ď e
εn
3 , @n ě Kε.
Therefore for any n ě maxtNε{3,r,Mεu, by Proposition 2.3 we have
››mεn ´mεn´1››r “
››››››
ÿ
gPBnzBn´1
e´εng˚m
››››››
r
ď 7pBnzBn´1qe´εn max
gPBnzBn´1
}g˚m}r
ď 7pBnzBn´1qe´εnCe εn3 }m}r
ď C }m}r e
´εn
3 .
Therefore the sequence tmεnuně1, when their elements are considered as r-jets of
S2pT˚pMqq, is a Cauchy sequence. Then, by Proposition 2.3, tmεnuně1 converges
to a Cr tensor mε in S2pT˚pMqq.
The tensor mε is easily seen to be a non-degenerate metric and as previous
estimates are true for any r ą 0, the metric mε is in fact C8, too.
To prove estimates (8), observe that given any vector v P TxpMq, we have
ps˚mεnqpv, vq “
ÿ
gPBn
e´ε|g|S pgsq˚mpv, vq
ď eε
ˆ ÿ
gPBn`1
e´ε|g|Sg˚mpv, vq
˙
“ eεmεn`1pv, vq.
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Taking limits in the previous inequality, we obtain |Dxspvq|εspxq ď eε |v|εx. The other
inequality follows in a completely analogous way. 
Now, we invoke the Uniformization theorem for the 2-sphere S2 for finding nice
conjugates of our group G. We recall the statement of the Uniformization theorem
in the following form (see [Don11, Chapter 10] for more details):
Theorem 4.3 (Uniformization of S2). Any C8 Riemannian metric m on S2 is
conformally equivalent to the standard metric m0 in S2. That is, there exists a C8
diffeomorphism g : S2 ý and a C8 function h : S2 Ñ R such that
g˚m “ ehm0.
So, invoking Lemma 4.2 we can construct a family of Riemannian metrics pmεqεą0
that satisfy estimate (8) for each element of the generating set S. Then, ap-
plying Theorem 4.3 to this family of metrics we can construct a family of C8-
diffeomorphisms pgεqεą0 and C8 real functions hε such that
(9) gε˚m
ε “ ehεm0, @ε ą 0.
Now, for each generator s P S we define
(10) sε :“ g´1ε ˝ s ˝ gε.
We will prove that as εÑ 0, the diffeomorphisms sε get closer to being conformal
with respect to the standard metric m0 on S2. To do that, we first recall the purely
metric definition of quasiconformality (see for instance [HK98] for more details):
Definition 3. Let pX, dXq, pY, dY q be two metric spaces and f : X Ñ Y be home-
omorphism. For each r ą 0 and x P X we define
Hf px, rq :“ suptdY
`
fpxq, fpyq˘ : y P X, dXpx, yq ă ru
inftdY
`
fpxq, fpyq˘ : y P X, dXpx, yq ą ru .
Then we say that f is K-quasiconformal, for some K ě 1, whenever
lim sup
rÑ0
Hf px, rq ď K, @x P X.
Then we have the following
Lemma 4.4. For every number ε ą 0 and every s P S, the diffeomorphism sε : S2 ý
given by (10) is e2ε-quasiconformal with respect to the standard Riemannian metric
m0 on S2.
Proof. Let s be an arbitrary element of S and ε a fixed positive number. Given any
point x P S2 and any vector v P TxpS2q, we write |v|0x and |v|εx for the norms of v
in the standard metric m0 and the metric m
ε, respectively. Observe that to prove
that sε is e
2ε- quasiconformal it is enough to show that
(11) e´2ε ď |Dxsεpvq|
0
sεpxq
|Dxsεpwq|0sεpxq
ď e2ε, @x P S2, @v, w P TxpS2q,
such that |v|x “ |w|x “ 1.
Let y be a an arbitrary point in S2 and v1, w1 be two vectors in TypS2q. By the
inequalities (8) we know that
e´ε
∣∣v1∣∣ε
y
ď ∣∣Dyspv1q∣∣εspyq ď eε ∣∣v1∣∣εy .
So it follows
(12) e´2ε
|v1|εy
|w1|εy
ď |Dyspv
1q|εspyq
|Dyspw1q|εspyq
ď e2ε |v
1|εy
|w1|εy
.
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We also have that as gε˚m
ε “ ehεm0. Then, |Dygεpv1q|εgεpyq “ e2hεpyq |v1|
0
y and
therefore, if we take y “ gεpxq, v1 “ Dxgεpvq and w1 “ Dxgεpwq, in inequality (12)
we obtain
e´2ε “ e´2ε e
2hεgεpxq |v|0x
e2hεgεpxq |w|0x
ď
∣∣DgεpxqspDxgεvq∣∣εsgεpxq∣∣DgεpxqspDxgεwq∣∣εsgεpxq
ď e2ε e
2hεgεpxq |v|0x
e2hεgεpxq |w|0x
“ e2ε.
(13)
On the other hand, we have that:∣∣DgεpxqspDxgεvq∣∣εsgεpxq∣∣DgεpxqspDxgεwq∣∣εsgεpxq “
∣∣DsεpxqgεpDxsεvq∣∣εgεsεpxq∣∣DsεpxqgεpDxsεvq∣∣εgεsεpxq
“ e
2hεsεpxq |Dxsεv|0sεpxq
e2hεsεpxq |Dxsεw|0sεpxq
“ |Dxsεv|
0
sεpxq
|Dxsεw|0sεpxq
Therefore, putting together previous inequality and estimate (13), we obtain
(11). 
We will use the following known fact about quasiconformal maps on surfaces (see
for instance [Fle06, Theorem 1.3.13]):
Lemma 4.5. Let x1, x2, x3 be three different points on S2, and pfε : S2 ýqεą0 a
family of homeomorphisms satisfying:
(1) fε is Kε-quasiconformal;
(2) Kε Ñ 1, as εÑ 0;
(3) for each ε ą 0, fε fixes x1, x2 and x3.
Then fε Ñ Id, as εÑ 0, in the C0-topology.
Remark 4.6. The same result holds true if the three points xi are allowed to depend
on ε under the additional assumption that they remain at a bounded distance away
from each other.
Proof. This follows from the compactness of K-quasiconformal maps of S2 which
states that the family of K-quasiconformal maps of S2 fixing three points x1, x2, x3
is compact in the C0-topology (see [Fle06, Theorem 3.1.13] for further details).
Therefore, any sub-sequence tfεnu of maps fε has a convergent sub-sequence con-
verging to a map f 1 which must be Kε-quasiconformal for every Kε, and therefore,
conformal. So, f 1 P PSL2pCq. Besides, such map f 1 must fix x1, x2 and x3 and so,
f 1 must the identity. 
We will need the following consequence of Lemma 4.5:
Proposition 4.7. Let s : S2 ý be a periodic homeomorphism different form the
identity, and let tsε : S2 ýuεą0 be a family of homeomorphisms such that the fol-
lowing conditions holds:
(1) for each ε ą 0, sε is topologically conjugate to s;
(2) there is a family of positive real numbers tKεuεą0 such that sε is Kε-
quasiconformal, for every ε ą 0 and Kε Ñ 1, as εÑ 0;
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(3) there exists δ ą 0 such that, if pε, qε are the two fixed points of sε, then it
holds dppε, qεq ą δ, for every ε ą 0.
Then the family tsεuεą0 is pre-compact with the uniform C0-topology and if
s1 : S2 ý is a homeomorphism such that there is a sequence sεn Ñ s, with εn Ñ 0,
then s1 P PSL2pCq.
Proof. Given any ε ą 0, the diffeomorphism sε is conjugate to a finite order rota-
tion. So sε has exactly two fixed points, which are denoted by pε and qε. Therefore
there exists a conformal map Aε P PSL2pCq sending pε to Z :“ p0, 0, 1q P S2 Ă R3
and qε to ´Z “ p0, 0,´1q P S2 Ă R3. Moreover, we can suppose that the family
t}Aε}uεą0 is bounded and so, pre-compact.
Let us define Sε :“ AεsεA´1ε . If we consider the great circle C in S2 determined
by the xy-plane in R3, there is a point xε P C such that Sεpxεq P C. Then, there is
a rotation Rθε P SOp3q fixing Z,´Z and sending xε to Sεpxεq. Therefore, the map
SεR
´1
θε
is still Kε-quasiconformal and fixes the three points Z,´Z and Sεpxεq.
By Remark 4.6, we have SεR
´1
θε
Ñ Id in the C0-topology, as ε Ñ 0. By com-
pactness of SOp3q, there is a sub-sequence tεnun, with εn Ñ 0, as n Ñ 8, and an
angle θ such that Rθεn Ñ Rθ, as nÑ8. So, Sεn Ñ Rθ.
To finish the proof, we must show that Rθ has order k. As Sεn Ñ Rθ, as nÑ8,
we have that Skεn Ñ Rkθ and so, Rkθ “ Id. This implies that Rθ has order k1 dividing
k.
If k1 ă k, then Sk1εn Ñ Id, as n Ñ 8, where Sk
1
εn is conjugate to a rotation of
order α :“ kk1 . But this is impossible as any conjugate of a rotation of order α must
move some point in S2 at least distance α in the standard metric on S2. 
We will now begin the proof of Theorem 4.1. We start by considering the case
where G is 2-generated:
Proposition 4.8. Let S be a generating set of a group G as in Theorem 4.1. For
any pair of elements s, t P S, the subgroup G1 “ xs, ty of G is finite.
Proof. First let us consider the case where s, t have a common fixed point p in
S2. The derivative map at p gives a homomorphism Φ: G1 Ñ GL2pRq. As the
image of Φ is a finitely generated periodic linear group, by Schur’s theorem such
homomorphism must have finite image. On the other hand, kerpΦq is trivial because
all the elements of G1 are smoothly conjugate to rotations. Then, G1 must be finite
(and in fact, G1 must be cyclic).
We will then assume that s, t have no common fixed point.
Conjugating by the diffeomorphisms gε given by (9), we obtain diffeomorphisms
sε and tε which are e
2ε-quasiconformal. Furthermore, by conjugation with a Mo¨bius
map we can suppose the fixed points of sε are Z :“ p0, 0, 1q and ´Z “ p0, 0,´1q of
S2 Ă R3 and one fixed points of tε is the point X “ p1, 0, 0q.
Therefore by Proposition 4.7, there exists a sequence tεnun of positive numbers,
with εn Ñ 0 as n Ñ 8, so that the sequence tsεnun converges to a non-trivial
rotation Rθ P SOp3q, fixing the points Z and ´Z. Recall that each diffeomorphism
tε fixes the point X. Let us write Xεn for the other fixed point of tεn . Then we
have:
Lemma 4.9. Either G1 is finite, or it holds limεnÑ0Xεn “ X.
Proof of Lemma 4.9. Let us assume the sequence tXεnun does not converge to X.
So we can invoke Proposition 4.7 to guarantee the existence of a sub-sequence
ttεnj unj converging in the C0-topology to a Mo¨bius transformation T P PSL2pCq.
In such a case, the sequences of diffeomorphisms tsεnun and ttεnj unj converge to
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Rθ and T , respectively. So, the group xRθ, T y is a periodic sub-group of PSL2pCq,
and by Schur’s theorem, it is finite. Let us show this implies G1 is finite as well.
To do that, let F2 denote the free group on two elements, and let ta, bu Ă F
¯2
be a generating set of F2. Let us write h : F2 Ñ G1 and h0 : F2 Ñ PSL2pCq for the
two unique group homomorphisms such that hpaq “ s, hpbq “ t, and h0paq “ Rθ,
h0pbq “ T . If G1 were infinite, then it would exist an element w P F2 such that
hpwq ‰ id and h0pwq “ id. However, for each εn we can consider the only group
homomorphism hεn : F2 Ñ Diff8pS2q such that hεnpaq “ sεn and hεnpbq “ tεn .
Since each sεn and tεn is conjugate to s and t, respectively, we get hεnpwq ‰ id,
for every n. But on the other hand, hεnpwq Ñ h0pwq “ id, as n Ñ 8, which
contradicts Proposition 4.7. So, G1 is finite. 
We will now deal with the case when Xεn Ñ X, as nÑ8. In order to simplify
the notation, we will denote εn simply by ε and any statement about εÑ 0 should
be understood to be true up to passing to the sequence tεnun. We will show the
following
Proposition 4.10. If Xε Ñ X, the group G1 contains an element of infinite order,
contradicting the fact that G1 “ xs, ty is periodic.
Proof of Propostion 4.10. Since the point Xε is different of X for every ε ą 0, for
each ε we can consider the great circle Cε in S2 passing through the pointsXε andX.
Let Mε P Cε be the midpoint between Xε and X, on the shortest geodesic segment
determined by these points (see Figure 1). Then there is a Mo¨bius transformation
Aε (a loxodromic element in PSL2pCq) such that AεpMεq “Mε, Aεp´Mεq “ ´Mε
and AεpXεq “ ´AεpXq. Let us define Yε :“ AεpXεq.
By compactness of S2 and Proposition 4.7, there exist a point Y P S2, a rotation
Sα P SOp3q and a sub-sequence of tεnu, such that Yε Ñ Y P S2 and AεtεA´1ε Ñ Sα
is the C0-topology, as ε Ñ 0. Notice the rotation Sα has a extricly positive finite
order and fixes the points Y and ´Y .
X
Y
-Y
M
X-
X
s
B(X)
t S \
2
B(X)( )
M-
Figure 1. The white ball corresponds to BδpXq, the blue ball to
AεpS2zBδpXqq and the red ball to tεpS2zBδpXqq
Our purpose now consists constructing an open disk D Ă S2 such that sεtεpDq Ă
D, for ε ą 0 sufficiently small enough, and where the inclusion is strict. This shows
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the element sεtε cannot have finite order, and this immediately implies st has
infinite order, as well.
In order to prove that, let δ ą 0 be small number (how small δ is will be
determined later) and let BδpXq be the ball in S2 of radius δ and center at X.
Fixing δ, there exists a positive number εpδq ą 0 such that Aε
`
S2zBδpXq
˘ Ă
Bδp´Mεq,
››AεtεA´1ε ´ Sα››C0 ă 0.01δ and A´1ε Sα`B1.01δp´Mεq˘ Ă BδpXq, for any
ε P `0, εpδq˘.
And so we have
tε
`
S2zBδpXq
˘ “ A´1ε ˝AεtεA´1ε ˝Aε`S2zBδpXq˘
Ă A´1ε ˝AεtεA´1ε
`
Bδp´Mεq
˘
Ă A´1ε ˝ Sα
`
B1.01δp´Mεq
˘ Ă BδpXq.
Now, for ε ą 0 sufficiently small we have sε is close enough to the rotation
Rθ SOp3q constructed in the proof of Lemma 4.9, so for such ε we can also assume
that sε
`
BδpXq
˘ Ă S2zBδpXq and thus we get
sεtε
`
S2zBδpXq
˘ Ă S2zBδpXq,
where this last inclusion is strict and therefore sεtε has infinite order. 

Now we can finish the proof of Theorem 4.1:
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let s, t be two arbitrary elements of the generating set S.
We can suppose that s, t do not have a common fixed point, because otherwise they
generate a finite cyclic group and in such a case we could reduce the number of
generators.
By the proof of Proposition 4.8, the conjugates sε, tε converge to Mo¨bious trans-
formations As, At P PSL2pCq, as ε Ñ 0, generating a finite group. It also follows
from the proof of Proposition 4.8 that As and At cannot have a common fixed
point.
We will show that there exists a sub-sequence εn Ñ 0 such that for any h P S,
the sequence of conjugates hεn :“ g´1εn hgεn converges to a non-trivial Mo¨bious map
Ah P PSL2pCq. To show this, let pε, qε denote the fixed points of hε. Arguing as
in Lemma 4.9, if for some h P S there is a sub-sequence hεn such that pεn and
qεn converge to two different points p, q, then hεn must converge to a finite order
element Ah P PSL2pCq fixing p and q.
If no such sub-sequence of hε exists, then the sequences of points pε, qε have a
common limit point X P S2. By possibly replacing of As with At, one can suppose
that X is not a fixed point of As. Therefore, we are in the same situation as in
Proposition 4.10 for the elements sε, hε. Applying the very same argument we
obtain an element of G of infinite order, getting a contradiction.
In conclusion, via a diagonal argument, we can find a sub-sequence εn Ñ 0 so
that each of the conjugates hεn converges to an element of PSL2pCq. This implies
that the conjugate wεn of every element w P G converges to an element Aw of
PSL2pCq. Moreover, since the orders of w and Aw coincide, by Lemma 4.7 we know
that Aw ‰ id provided w ‰ id.
The previous discussion implies there is an injective homomorphism Φ: G Ñ
PSL2pCq sending g to Ag. As G is periodic and PSL2pCq is linear, the group G
must be finite. 
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5. The exponential growth case
In this section we finish the proof of Theorem 1.3. By Theorem 4.1, we can now
assume that G has exponential growth.
The idea of the proof under this additional hypothesis goes as follows: as G
does not have sub-exponential growth, there is a constant c P p0, 1q and a sequence
of natural numbers nj Ñ 8, as j Ñ 8, such that given any point x P S2, by
the pigeonhole principle for every j P N, there are two elements gj , hj P G, with
|gj |S , |hj |S ď nj and such that d
`
gjpxq, hjpxq
˘ ă c´nj .
On the other hand, by Lemma 3.3 for any ε ą 0 and j sufficiently large, the
derivatives of gj and hj are bounded by e
εnj . Therefore, the element fj :“ h´1j gj
move x exponentially close to itself. Then, since the group G has bounded expo-
nent, the orbit tf ijpxquki“1 of x has exponentially small diameter, where k P N is a
exponent for the whole group.
So, we will prove that this implies fj has a fixed point exponentially close to
x. This argument also apply if instead of a single point x we consider a finite
collection of points xi P S2. This implies there are non-trivial elements of G with
as many fixed points as one wants, contradicting the fact that every element of G
is conjugate to some rotation.
Lemma 5.1. Let us suppose G ă Diff8pS2q is a finitely generated periodic group of
bounded exponent and has sub-exponential growth of derivative, i.e. the conclusion
of Lemma 3.3 holds.
Then, G does has sub-exponential growth.
Remark 5.2. It is important to notice that this is the only part of the of Theorem
1.3 where we use the bounded exponent assumption on the group G.
Observe that Theorem 1.3 just follows as a straightforward combination of The-
orem 4.1 and Lemma 5.1. We will now begin the proof of Lemma 5.1. Throughout
the proof we will use the classical Vinogradov’s“O”notation which states that given
two sequences tfnu, tgnu we have fn “ Opgnq if there exists a constant C, n0 ą 0
such that 1C fn ă gn ă Cfn for n ě n0.
Proof of Lemma 5.1. Reasoning by contradiction, let us suppose G has exponential
growth.
Let S be a finite generating set of G. By replacing S with a larger generating
set, we can suppose there is a sequence of natural numbers tnjuj , with nj Ñ 8
and such that
7 g P G : |g| ď nj( ě 27nj , @j ě 1.
Observe the group G naturally acts on pS2q3 :“ S2 ˆ S2 ˆ S2 via the diagonal
action. Then consider a fixed triple of distinct points of S2 x¯ “ px1, x2, x3q P pS2q3,
let us define
Oj :“
 `
gpx1q, gpx2q, gpx3q
˘ P pS2q3 : g P G, |g|S ď nj( ,
and observe the G-orbit of x¯ is equal to
Ť
j Oj .
Notice that if we endow pS2q3 with the product Riemannian structure, the volume
of a ball of radius 2´n in pS2q3 is Op2´6nq.
Then, as there are at least 27nj elements in Bnj :“ tg P G : |g|S ď nju, by the
pigeonhole principle, for each j ě 1 there are at least two different elements gj , hj
in Bnj such that their corresponding images of x¯ P pS2q3 satisfies gjpx¯q, hjpx¯q P Oj
and d
`
gjpx¯q, hjpx¯q
˘ ă 2´nj , for every j ě 1.
On the other hand, by Lemma 3.3 we know that given any ε ą 0, there exists
N2 so for any n ě N2 and any element g P Bn, it holds }Dpgq} ď e ε2n. If we define
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fj :“ h´1j gj , we have fj P B2nj and so }Dpfjq} ď eεnj , for every nj ě N2. So, for
each i P t1, 2, 3u and any j ě 1 such that nj ě N2, we have
(14) d
`
fjpxiq, xi
˘ ď ››Dph´1j q›› d`gjpx¯q, hjpx¯q˘ ď eεnj2´nj .
Then we will show that (14) implies that, for nj sufficiently large, fj has at least
three fixed points, and consequently it is the identity, contradicting the fact that
gj and hj were different.
Proposition 5.3. For each j ě 1 with nj ě N2 and each i P t1, 2, 3u, there exists
pi,j P S2 such that fjppi,jq “ pi,j and
dpxi, pi,nq “ Op2´nepk`2qεnq.
Consequently, fj “ id, for j sufficiently large.
Proof of Proposition 5.3. It is clearly enough to prove the statement just for the
point x1. Let Sj be the shortest geodesic segment on S2 joining the points fjpx1q
and x1. Then we define
Kj :“
kď
i“1
f ijpSjq,
where k is the exponent of G, i.e. gk “ id, for every g P G. Observe that Kj is a
compact fj-invariant set. Also, as }Dpfjq} ď eεnj , the compact set Kj has diameter
of order O
`
2´njeεpk`1qnj
˘
.
Therefore, for each j there exists an open disk Dj Ă S2 whose radius is of order
Op2´neεpk`1qnq and containing Kj . If nj is sufficiently large, then the set S2zKj
has exactly one connected component Rj containing the set S2zDj . Therefore,
since }Dpfjq} ď eεnj , by area considerations, the connected component Rj must be
fj-invariant, provided nj is large enough.
So, the set K 1j :“ S2zRj is an fj-invariant non-separating continuum and by
Cartwright-Littlewood Theorem (see for instance [Bro77]), there exists a fixed p1,j P
K 1j of fj .
As K 1j Ă Dj , we have that the distance between p1,j and x1 should be of order
Op2´neεpk`1qnq. 

6. The Burnside problem on Tq and hyperbolic manifolds
In this section we prove Theorems 1.4 and 1.5, which extends previous results of
Guelman and Liousse [GL14, GL17] to higher dimensions.
6.1. Displacement functions and Newman’s theorem. In this paragraph we
introduce some notation we shall need in the proofs of Theorems 1.4 and 1.5.
Let pX, dq be an arbitrary metric space. We define the displacement function
D : HomeopXq Ñ r0,8s by
(15) Dpfq :“ sup
xPX
d
`
fpxq, x˘, @f P HomeopXq,
where HomeopXq denotes the group of homeomorphisms of X.
Then, let us recall a classical result due to Newman [New31]:
Theorem 6.1. Let M be a connected complete manifold, d be a distance function
compatible with the topology of M and k ě 1 be a natural number. Then, there
exists a real number εpM,d, kq ą 0, depending on M , d and k, such that for every
f P HomeopMq satisfying fk “ id and f ‰ id, it holds Dpfq ě ε.
An easy consequence of Theorem 6.1 is the following
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Corollary 6.2. Let d denote the standard Euclidean distance on Rq and f P
HomeopRqq be a homeomorphism such that f ‰ id and fk “ id, for some k ě 1.
Then it holds Dpfq “ 8.
Proof of Corollary 6.2. Let ε :“ εpRq, d, kq ą 0 be the real constant given by
Theorem 6.1 for M “ Rq, and let us suppose Dpfq ă 8. Now, if we define
fλ P HomeopRqq by
fλpxq :“ λf
`
λ´1x
˘
, @x P Rq,
with λ :“ εp2Dpfqq´1, then it holds
Dpfλq “ sup
xPRq
}fλpxq ´ x} “ sup
xPRq
λ
››f`λ´1x˘´ λ´1x›› “ λDpfq “ ε2 ,
and fkλ “ id. Then, by Theorem 6.1 it holds fλ “ id, contradicting the fact that
f ‰ id. 
6.2. Proof of Theorem 1.4. Let M be compact hyperbolic manifold, d denote
the distance function induced by its Riemannian structure and let G ă HomeopMq
be a finitely generated periodic group.
By Mostow rigidity theorem [Mos68] we know that each homeomorphism of M
is homotopic to an isometry and IsompMq, the group of isometries of M , is a finite
group (see for instance [BP12, Theorem C.5.6] for details).
So, if we write Homeo0pMq for the subgroup of homeomorphisms of M which
are homotopic to the identity and we define G0 :“ G X Homeo0pMq, we conclude
G0 has finite index in G. The rest of the proof consists in showing that G0 is a
singleton, containing just the identity.
To do that, let pi : Hq ÑM be the universal covering of M and write Deckppiq ă
IsompHqq for the group of automorphisms of the covering. We shall write rd for the
classical hyperbolic distance on Hq.
Since M is compact, we know that the every element of Deckppiqztidu has trivial
centralizer (i.e. the centralizer is the infinite cyclic group). This implies that for
every f P Homeo0pMq, there exists a unique lift f˜ P HomeopHqq such that
f˜ ˝ γ “ γ ˝ f˜ , @γ P Deckppiq.
Observe that this lift f˜ can be also characterized as the final element of an identity
homotopy of Hq (i.e. a homotopy starting at the identity map) that is a lift of an
identity homotopy on M for f . In particular, if D : HomeopHqq Ñ r0,8s denotes
the displacement function given by (15), then it clearly holds
(16) Dpf˜q ă 8, @f P Homeo0pMq.
On the other hand, it is well known that
(17) Dpγq “ 8, @γ P IsompHqqztidu.
Then, let us define rG0 :“ tg˜ : g P Gu .
Notice that, since Ćf ˝ g “ f˜ ˝ g˜, for every f, g P Homeo0pMq, we have that rG0 is a`
priori just a semi-group and not a group. But we shall show that rG0 “ tidu.
In fact, since G is periodic, for every g P G, there exist γg P Deckppiq and nq P N
such that g˜ng “ γg. So, by (16) we know that every g P rG it holds
Dpγgq “ D
`
g˜ng
˘ ď ngDpg˜q ă 8.
And then, by (17) we conclude that γg “ id, for every g P G0. So, rG0 is a periodic
group as well.
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Finally, combining Corollary 6.2 and (16) (and observing that Hq is homeomor-
phic to Rq), we conclude that rG0 “ tidu. So, G0 is a singleton as well and hence,
G is finite.
6.3. Proof of Theorem 1.5. Let pi : Rq Ñ Tq :“ Rq{Zq be the natural projection
map. For each f P HomeopTqq, there is a unique Af P GLqpZq such that the map
∆f˜ :“ f˜ ´Af : Rq Ñ Rq is Zq-periodic, for any lift f˜ : Rq ý of f . The map
I : HomeopTqq Q f ÞÑ Af P GLqpRq
is clearly a group homomorphism. Then we define Homeo0pTqq :“ ker I.
Let G ă HomeoµpTqq denote a finitely generated periodic subgroup. Then,
IpGq ă GLqpRq is a finitely generated periodic group. By Schur’s theorem we
know IpGq is finite. So, the sub-group
G0 :“ GXHomeo0pTqq ă G
has finite index in G. Thus, it is enough to show G0 is finite.
Then, let us consider the group Homeo0,µpTqq :“ HomeoµpTqq X Homeo0pTqq
and the µ-mean rotation vector ρµ : Homeo0,µpTqq Ñ Tq given by
ρµpfq :“ pi
ˆż
Tq
∆f˜ dµ
˙
, @f P Homeo0,µpTqq,
where f˜ : Rq ý is any lift of f and the function ∆f˜ “ f˜ ´ idRq is considered as
an element of C0pTq,Rqq. Notice that ρµ is well-defined, does not depend on the
choice of lift.
We claim ρµ is a group homomorphism. To prove this, let f, g P Homeo0,µpTqq
be two arbitrary homeomorphisms, f˜ , g˜ : Rq ý two lifts of f and g, respectively.
Then we have:
ρµpf ˝ gq “ pi
ˆż
Tq
∆f˜˝g˜ dµ
˙
“ pi
ˆż
Tq
∆f˜ ˝ g `∆g˜ dµ
˙
“ pi
ˆż
Tq
∆f˜ `∆g˜ dµ
˙
“ ρµpfq ` ρµpgq,
where the first equality is consequence of the identity ∆f˜˝g˜ “ ∆f˜ ˝ g `∆g˜ and the
second one follows from the fact that µ is g-invariant.
So, ρµpG0q ă Tq is a finitely generated periodic group; and since Tq is abelian,
ρµpG0q is finite. This implies G0,0 :“ G0 X ker ρµ is a finite index sub-group of G0.
Thus, it is enough to show G0,0 is finite, and we shall indeed show it just reduces
to the identity map.
In order to do that, let f be an arbitrary element of G0,0. Notice there is a
unique lift f˜ : Rq ý such that ż
Tq
∆f˜ dµ “ 0.
Since G0,0 is periodic, there exists n ě 1 such that fn “ id, and consequently, there
is p P Zq such that f˜npxq “ x`p, for every x P Rq. However, since µ is f -invariant,
it holds
p “
ż
Tq
∆f˜n dµ “
ż
Tq
n´1ÿ
j“0
∆f˜ ˝ f j dµ “ n
ż
Tq
∆f˜ dµ “ 0.
So, f˜ is a periodic homeomorphism of Rq and since ∆f˜ is Zq-periodic, it holds
Dpf˜q “ sup
xPRq
›››∆f˜ pxq››› ă 8,
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where Dpf˜q is the displacement function given by (16). Then, by Corollary 6.2 we
get f˜ equals the identity Theorem 1.5 is proven.
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